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.Stephen B. Kucer
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BUILDING.

Recently, 'there has been an indreased interest by various, segments in the

academic community in how language users go abont!learning and_producing written

discourse.- Researchers and, theoreticians in such varied fields as, education,

cognitiVe psychology, and, English are pmesently generating hypotheses which

attempt td explain those opetations that writers are involved with when producing

text. While it certainlyecannot be denied that the research which has evolved from

these fields duilng the last decade has'vastly_increased our'understand4.ng of text

production, the task of further developing and extending .this knowledge is monu-

mental. However, if we are willing, to utilize the findingscand theoretical con-
.
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structs in other related language domains, the task becomes more manageable and

,the likelihr of nsensus arising among researchers and theoreticians increases.

_

We are alsofortunate in the sense that much of ,the groundwork-has already

been laid for us. We are t 11 the situation of the linguist. during the late

fifties, having to a6ance our theories against ahalf century of Atmerican be-7

havofismr.Nor do we. need to establish the fact that print is simply an alternate

1expression of language, as many reading theorist's were compelled to do in the

, seventies. And, while it is-certainly true that the psychological processes

involved in writing are not well understood, we are.in the advantageous position

of being able to draw from the work accomplished in linvist4 and reading, and
. ,

in theprOcess creating links with both. FirLay, the4 glds of sociolinguistics
O:

and cognitive psychology, while not firmly establi preciecessorp be-
.

v..

gan Wtirk°in their respective language areas, are p
4

ailable tca fiting
is

4.'
,

,

theorists, offering a correlation between theoI an 41.

4
N.

. .

Theory can arise from a variety of sources. Steiner (1278) proposes three
, . .

. .

maipapproaches to-theorizing: deduclive,irdretroductive. -In a
...-

reductive approach to theory construction, the wanted theory is equivalent to
. ,..

the source-theory. Rather than new concepts_being formulated or deduced, one

searches for ready -made concepts.. Skinnarian psychology which reduces all be-

havior, animal and human, to stimulais-response-reinforcement relationshipswould

be an example of a reductive theory.

Insert Figure 1 here.

o '

In a deductive generation'of a theory, the wanted theory is derivable from

the source theory. The theoretician searcheS gut existing concepts and hypotheses

froth which concepts and hylkitheses Can be derived. ) For example, the source` of

.

hypotheses about the teaching-learning,process would be educational literature.
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The use of structures and relationsh&, in vne field of study, in this

cese'readin, to support work and theory construction in another,.in this case

wfiting, is termed retroductive model building or the theory models approach.

In this type of the.ory constructon, an existing- theory is used as a metaphor for
.

the generation of hypotheses for the wanted Theory; The theory models approach

is therefore one in which ideas are'originatted and devised Tether than Simply

sought out.

3

Iniert Figure 2 here.

I

.
,

The theory, models approach, largely based as it is upon analogy,. is of4

particular interest to'those _interested in aaking quesitons-about the...internal

operations involved in writing. These questions have often been problematic

A that they .pncern a largely silent and unobservable process. We have,no direct

access, no "windows to the mind" as in read , to those cognitive and lin-

guistic operations write rs are utilizing when prbucing written.discourse. This

11.

fact has often stymied attempts to move beyond a product orientation, tise ex-

perimental problem being that we need to first ha e an explicit'repreaentatin of

the ideas or intentions which were the Starting point foryto writer (Dijk,

1979). However, validity of any theory can be convincingrrot only based on

empirical: eviedhee, 'but also by 1.6.upptential for representing elaborate processes

not accessible to non-theoretical discovery"(Beaugrancle, 1981, p. 262). A .retro

duotive approach to theorizing affords such pontial for understanding the writing

process. This will be particularly true if the theory model;used as.the'metaphor

is' of 1. cognitive process with which writing has much in common. Theories o

reading comprehension can serve as fhe source,for the needed relationships, struc-.
.

tures and similaritles in Processes
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There are several advantages in uhing current theories of reading as the

metaphor -for the-writing process., Firdt, since both text production .nd.text

1 li:
comprehenson are language processei growing outiff what Burke {x.981) has called

' a common linguistic data pool, m4ny of the psychological, sociological, and lin-
.

.
,

.

,

>
. .

guistic factors, operable in the reading process will have direct application to -

.

production, processes. Concepts and hypotheses, as well asistrucliturts and re-
.

lationships, in theories 'of reading can therefore'belemp14ed.when Ilypothesizing.

about production operations. It has been proposed by Beaugrande 980, 1981)

that writing should not be seen.in isolation from communicative skills in general

I.

and that hypotheses formulated in writing,nee0 t, be closely aligned with current.

theories of reading.

processing principles

comprehensiori. These

the two processes are

other, but as running

VanDijk (1979) also notes that tfie same basic information

.71.11 be as operable in text production as tidy are in text

links between reading and writing can only came about if

owed not A mirror images, one being the reverse of the-

.

in parallel and usipg the same mechanisms. In essence,,

writing becomes another instance of:tekt world production, drawing fromtthe same

pool of cognitive and /inguistic operations ap in reading. 1he advantage of this

.perspective is that it facilitates the integration of the two processes and gives

support to the eventual formulation ofta general language processor.

The theory and model of texticroduction to be presented was generated'and

derived through use of ie following reading and-text comprehension theories;

Rumelhart's interactive theory of reading (1977), '

Kintsch and vanDijk's theory of text comprehensi6n (1978),
Goodmdn'sgpsycholinguistic theory of reading .(1980), and
Beaugrande's theory of text procesding (1980).

Key cdnstrtfes and hypotheses' were also taken from the sociolinguistic taark of
4

,

Halliday, and Hasan (1980) and encorporated into the theory. ,While space does not

, allow for a full explication of the writing theory and the trrsaction involved
.

4

2
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key, language concepts which are proposed as

undergirding both processes of reading'and writing will be Set forth and then

briefly developed as. each concerns Jhe Writingoprocess. These five key concepts

correspond to the five key components of the writing model as depicted in Figure 3.

4

Insert Figu re 3 here.

ti
LANGUAGE UNIVERSAL NUMBER 1: 'KNOWLEDGE.DOMAIN. ,:text processing, whether

through reading 6r Writinv, results in 'knowledge acquisition; integration, and
utilization, as relevant Achemata are'sought out, activated, searched, and in-

,-stantiated by the'reader or writer.

The knowledge domain consists of all linguistic and conceptual knowledge
-

4which the individual writer has at his or her disposal. This knowledge is

-represented in the form of schemata. When text production initiated, the writer
4

`engages in a directqd and continuous search over thesb structures in a quest for

relevant and appropriate information'.. If the writer's research or retrieval

procedure is successful..it results in the activating of the given schemata. Those

schemata activated are subsequently evaluated and verified as containing, the

needed information, ref ined' if necessary, or ,d iscarded if irrelevNt. The

schebata which are eventually-instantiated form a .global skeleton or framework
.

.

around' which the text is constructed', serving asa data bage.for, and guiding the
,

generalon; expansion, and integration Of, propositions which will form the writer's

internal. text ;

1,

While retrieval of relevant data frpm Tong-term memory is often times-one of

the. major problems facing a writer, these attempts can alsojead to the diseovery
' .

. .

of-new and relevant ideas; leading to .transformations 'in existing cognitive
(

.
structures and subsequently to schemata building or modification. This phenomena.

, , ,

of discovery and learning through, writing an best
;
be explained thrbugh the

. I , 0I ., I ,

-. concept's of schema'search'and activation. The initial idea to be developed guides

$
the writer in a search fpr related :data as the writer,attempts_to explore and work

.

., ,

..
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out the thought.,, As this search over stored knowledge spaces proceeds, the

original' idea is manipUlated'and befbmes modified, extended, or even rejected

as new ideas are located and added to, or supplemeAnted for, the original. In.
.

turn, aa new ew ideas are discovered, they may'activate new schemata and lead to

the further discovery of ideas. In this way, through proposition manipulation,

spreading activation., and discovery, the writer begins to_consolidate hi.or

her meanings and extend the original ideainto a complete text:

The manipulation add working out of ideas leads not only to 'a complete

composition, but may also result in changed schemata, new linkages being made
, r

' in stored knowledge,nor to the construction of entirely new schemZta, writing

1
becoming "a tool of exploration to see beyond what is known" (Murray, 1978).J

As various schemata are activated and spreading activation initiated along various

Pathways, intersections between twoschemata which the writer had originally
4

,

thought were unrelated me9 develop. ahesePoints of intersection will lead the
(

writer',,, predict possible relations among the schemata and hence to- the discovery

.

of new meaning's in the process (Beaugrande, 1980). Or, if these kinds of inter
1

ssections between schemata do, not exist, the writer may need to build them: trans-
. .

-
forming the existing schemata in theprocess: It is within thesalduds of writing

.

contexts which an author's comprehension of an,experience, ev nt, or condept'are'

altered.

r

..r .16

InsertFigure 4 here.

LANGUAGE UNIVERSAL NUMBER.2: bNTEXTOF SITUATION AND REGISTER,.( Text
processing is preceded and directed by the langpage user's understanding,of
the context of situation in which the processing occurs. This understanding
Sets parameters on the meanings, and structures which can be realized in any
given instance of text processing. , A

':-- .. ...

. Text prbduction is not only,a psycholinguistic process. Nordoeswritin*.
4 ,

/

occur within a communicative vacuum, devoid of tinational and social supports. , f

' ' 4
* 1

( C
,

/
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and restrictions. Rather, texts evolve within highly contextualized and functional

settings, the context of situation imbuing the writer. with a *sense of communi-

. cative purpose and iguiding the generat ion of meanings through activation of schema-
.

,
to relevant to' the context. Without such contexts, and the goals which ev olve

from them, the system itselfliould leek directi9nality, making it impossiblefor

texts to be planned orgenerated. Writing therefore is a phenomenon which is

as much sociolinguthic as psycholinguistictin natures

The context of situation can be formally defined as all those aspects of

the glogal and localenvironment which have a direct bearing or impact on tl4e

construction oetext. It is the-envifonment in which text\unfolds and in which

it is interpreted (Halliday & Hasan, 1980). The context precedes and pides the

produdtion oftexe, §erving to consti%in is well as to support the process. The

,

context constrains.aad supports in that it gUides the writer's search for appro,-

priate.or relevant processing strategies and expectations. Different contexts
0

9 " o

give rise to different options precisely because different patterns of schemata

are activated which ultimately lead to the Construction of
/
different text worlds.

Insert Figure 5' here.

Through a dynamic transaction between the knowledge domain of the author and

the context of situation, the

. poeentill for a given setting

writer is able to predict the register or meaning,

The register defines the range of possible meanings

and their linguistic forms which are typically associated with a particular

setting aria sets parameters on whiCh meanings and forms are selected from the

.

knowledge domain of the writer. From this persptctive, the writer is never
..0

selecting with complete freedom from all pessible resources in the linguistic

system. Instead, within this conceptual framework,, the p*roduction of text is

1

viewed, as a process .of continuous choice and synthesis from among meanings and

8
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forms as defited by the register. Thoge which are chosen and confirmed ultimatelyLin4

tealizatign in the text and in turn will constitute theganvironment for a further

set of selections. 'rherefore,-given aparticular context and .a particular writer,

there will be activated a constellation of strategieg, expectations, and know-
1.

)! ledge (:geaugiande, 1980), those activated dependent on the backgiound of ,the writeT

and the ,context of situation., , .

.
v

t

,...
'LANGUAGE-UNIVERSAL NUMBER,3: 'ME STRATEGIES. Writers and readers employ,

cognitive and linguist ?c information processing strategies when creating meaningsin or from test. These strategies operate simultaneously and in a parallel andArt, interactive fashion. Each strategy utilizes a particular kind or unit of in-
r-Aformation and produces a range of possible alternatives to account for the mean- %,ings and forms to be constructed

. .

Strategiesare the cognitive aria linguistic information processing.decisions.

1employed by writers when producing text: The strategies used and:their effect

on the text .are ".the outcome of 'series of interlocking choices that arise

from the'context in which thauthor Writes and the resources of experience,
.

lingm4sItic and nonlinguistic, that the writer brings to the occasion" ('Britton,'

Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975,.p. 28). Through the utilization of these

mental operations, the writer constructs a text world of itive structure,

....a configuration,of concepts and relations in a knowledge space that is composed
(*

of_ propositions. This configuration
f

of structured propositions is then mapped onto

.language: Until recently, there have been few attempts to delineate the strate-. .

_giea involved in text:production, However, advances 4.n theories of discourse

comprehension utilizing macro and micropropositions and structure's offer semantic
s/

and structural units which an Ile used to explain aspects of ;he composin rocess.

Six strategies are being propdsed to account for the construction of

text: generating, expanding; integrating, mapping, selecting, and confirming.

All six of these strat gieS involve the creation; selection, manipulation, or

rejection qt proposi,Eions and their structures in some manner. These semantic.

operations take place within the short-term memory buffer and, while they will.
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be defined in a somewhat linear,t*op-down fashion,mthe strategies operate in
. ,

,.
,

) .

parallel and are interactive in nature,each affecting and being affected by the
. .

--,. .. - . A'
other-sc. %Furthermore, the strategies cannot be considered as catA egorical, context-

free rulA, but are sensitive t9 such factors as the context, the evolving texi,-- -1.

Ir
and the writer's experiences with theptocess itself and with the eop6 ic. .

Insert Figure 6 here.

F.
.774-

The first strategy of generating is a global operator'and involves the con-

1 sturction or selection by the writer of macro propositions which have been created
=

,

, s.

from knowledge of a more general n ature drawn from long -term memory. These

propbsitions, once they have bern structured, form the global configuration of
,

.
%

meaning for the text. Hacropropositions and microstructures are higher-level

semantic or conceptua4( structures and units of meaning which assist the writer
t

ing beyond the immediate local level during_text pr bcessing. While all struc-

tures and conceptual units will be substantially redirected during subsequent

text processing, thecomplexityof,text production would be.imppssible without

these global un its of meaning (Diik, 1977).\ .
. C . ..

Using the developing global configuration,' i meaning, the
.

macropropoaltions

are progressively specified by more particular subtopics as production proce,des.
t.

The expanding strategy engenders, structures, and attaches microproposielons
e

.
v

to,phe existing macroproposition. *These propositions elaborate, expand, and .

extend global meanings unaergirding the text. 'This strategy is a local opera-

tor in that it produces textual information of amore specific kind. The con-
,

w v,
struction of these local units of infor matice Comes about through the multiple

-m
. - /

processing of a macrop-ioposition
.
in the,writer's short-term memorA. Those.points

-.,

Y .

.

,

in the text which are to. be More '611,9

..

developed require given macropropositions .

%
, .

to be recycled ioreoften, and expanded upon by the writer through the construction

a

.
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It has beeiproposed'by Beaugrafide (1080) and Halliday and Hasanj1080)

that performance in text prOcessing.depends on the extent of organization whidt
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A

language users can impose' on the data being formulated during such processing.
-

Text structure must be imposed on th4 prOpositiont-constructedin order for a

'text to be realized. As has been noted with the generating and; expanding stra- .,.

v ) .

, .
tegies, as macTo and.micropropositions are constructed within the evolving text

.
. . .

.
,worl

/
, they are constantly being structured in a conceptual manner. The writer -

/ . ..\,

weaves these propositions into the.text, ,attaching them to conceptually related

. -fpropositions and existing structures in an, attempt to produce internal text co-
.

herence, This. it accomplished through the integrating strategy, a strategy which
_

. .

also occurs on the macro and micro level. T* macro level involves the structuring
.

.
offmacropropositions and the micro.the integratilt of micropropoiitions.

'
Mapping as a strategy inyolves putting concepts already in propositional form

into 4.sible language, These propositions, be they macro or micro are

.put (nto short-term.memory and then mapped'onto, a.surface representation. As

,

compared to the previous strategies Wilich were conceptually b

"
sed, the\napping

t"6strategy is essentially linguistic, requiring the writer make choices from , 6

his or her pool of linguistic knowledge.
a

There are two basic kinds of choi6es'involved in mapping. The first, and
. .

by far most important, requires the writer to decide upon the syntactic structure ),

and wording in whichoto express the concepts,. Both syntactic and lexical decisions

'involve a recipppcal relationship since nekther.cail be madd independently of the

A
other.' In both cases, hoWever, it is the meanings contained within the propo-

sitions which detdrmiae the selection of grammar and vocabulary, the.writer.

having to 'decide if a given structure and its wording adequatelq captures

the concepts within the propositions being mapped,

The second .kind of mappipg involves the use of conventions. Conventions are
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.
. ...

those arbitriary but culturally standardized surface 'level forms in which meanings
-1 t .

and their,structur'ss_are'expressed. Letter formation, 'spelling, punctuation, and

--,' - ,,,icapitalization are,typically:considerea as_
.

.,

.. ....-.
.

,..

_ .

.

Text production involves a seJ.es of choices th'e part 7fi the writer,, -
I

. ,

requiring the selection of, conceptual and linguistic. Meanings and forms from the

`writer's. storehouse of world knowledge. These - choices are made from,the'register

1

or meaning potential which has'been-activated by-the transaction between. .the

4 . 4' s.

context of situation and the k owledge domain of the author. Not an isolate
4 to

variousstrategy, the strategy of selection 'Involves choosipg frol various options which
..,

. (

expanding, integrating, and mapping

on the concept that giyen an author's

, . ,. '

variety of mea:04s and forms which can-
, .. 1..

be used to meet these'goald and intentions. The writer must determine Which ones

have been constructed throlhh generating,

operations. Selection is therefore based

gadls and intentions, there are usually a
. .

'MOP. 4

.,/

are most appropriate, releVant, retrievable, and over which there is control.

, AU text prodUction is thniatfve and provisional in'nature. As theaCA-.

' struction of text evolves, .the writer must confirm or disconfirm, accept or
.

reject, the choices Which have,been previously made.. The entire prod,ess of

writing therefore canbest be expressed as one of continuous'hyRothesis-testing..

At any point in time, the Schemata instantiated, the internal evolving text,wprld,

and the graphic display conlitucted only predictions. 65nfirming is intimately

linked to the selecting strategy since selecting is'the chooeingfrom a variety of

.

possibilities and 6onfirmillg it,the final acceptance,of the choice. If a

firmation cannot,be made, those-strategies relevant to tee part of the text being
- .

-
.--slisconfirmed are reactivated and new options constructed and chosen frotl.

, .

LANGUKG,E UNIVERSAL NUMBER-4: THE TEXT PROCESSOR.-Text comprehension.and
production are guided byal, central limited capacity processor WhiO monStors and

v -

allocates the respurceA6fthe system, synthesizes the data being processed, and .

keeps a runnink account of the alternate meanings and structures until such time A

that one is. selected for realization in the cognitive text world-or the graphic
display. .

, v

J

,
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Theoperatign of strategies during text proapssi"dg is guidei4a central-
.

. .

.` ' ::',- .
, - .

.,".., - .' -. ,
., .

. Progessc& is to. limited capacity processor. A primary responsibility of .the.
,- i,.

'i_
.

;
.'...

,

,

adequately allocate'tbe limited resources of the system among various ,activities
, ., .1

.., ..... .

r iAda ms-
:
& C o llins", 1977). This gyb%e rn$ec.. tic sy stem,op e rates A.s a thermostat, dills,,

#. ,

tributiag resources,and attention selective* while disatlending other aspects,
,

ft.%
.z

'of text'production. ,The system is capable of adapting to outside influences

thbugh self-regulation, its main objective, being that1/f maintaining stability
,

'PM
(Beaugrande, 1980). Since resources in the SS7stemare iifltited, activl,ties

,

-
serving the,game end-must compete for attention and resources. when processing

. -
demands'cannat be ii t, parts of.the ystem:Will shut down. Inorder to avoidthis,

4'

Attbt,
e

the procfssor must juggle and integrate the multiple constraints J.5.11(nowledge.,artcl
, .

resout

A
s.availahle to it..

P tv.

(

,

.: Insert Figure 7 here.

.4a
. .

. . .

AP '1production 'of disco'urse evoiVes, hypotheses for the text are- constructed
-,. .

alllevels of pricessing, the process itself, belt interactive and recursive

..,

, _, ,

iTi beetWeen processing 'levels,is.conceived of as the

of processing,,bottomr-up and.p-down, and-as running
.. .,-

in hatute. Thisinte

, result of two basigm

in parallel,teach level consteptly,co .hsulting.the others A running and ordered

list ofThypotheses ist'kePt by tine text progessor with various aspects of' the

.

,message analyzeIimutual cooperationt shifts and consultations occuring in all

*
directions. Thost.hypotheses

pheieXisiiinghypoheses at

in& realization in the text:

receiving the most reinfoigement and support from

alaother lev.els are the moat likely-candidates to

Se hypotheses,Whii"h,anOther.stage of analysis
*. . .

have shown
.

t
4
o be iniirdbakly'are subsequently discarded (RuinellA'rt, 1977).

'- . ' r, %
1

.

'LANGIIAGE UNIVtRSAL NUMBER 5: ZIE EVOLVING TEM, . The processing of eext,in
reading and writing is guided by the prempus,discourse pr, cessed and the current
cognitive text worlds which have resulted from, as well as, guided, such processing.

'--

\

9
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' There areirtwo types of texts which are evolved during the writingprocess,

r
one which resides in the mine of the author and one which is.presented in theI

.
kt",,

. .

graphic display on, the pgv, Bath serve silk:111r ii.incti;bns as the discourse un-
.

. f _ .,

:folds, constrainlkand supporting the languag r in 14Ys Which are 'similar to

, that of-the context of situation.- The text Whi h asJiteen prOduced at-any given
. . . ,

,point acts as a context for the text which is to follow, shaping the available 41.-- r,
-

. , -

_options, and determirig and limiting what meanings ancrSteliatres can be expressed
.

relationship between the two texts becomes especially important when

writers are inSidved in prOdUctiOn tasks calling for the-manipulating, relating,

or structuring of propasitiohs in riew and novel ways. Under these 'conditions,

,
.

the 'writer's internal text may be_ in flux, .changj.ng-rapidly from mori4ent2tO =Tent.

irluetothiarapidclmnile,wrj.ter.ama);'"loose' his or her place" Cognitively.

k
. To 4egain control over the text, thtwriter can scan theigisual display and retrieve

.

the major idea hei4.,developed. The external, text thus.se;ves as an 4xternal
... t

.;,.

'memory cue, assiting the writer- "find his or her place" in the process.
'

."

e

4 ''At the sam ime that there existsthis-
/
d able refatiOnship betWeen,

e
- ,

internal a ernal texts, 'there is a'simila relationship bettaeen the process
,

.. ,

ime. The profess moves the

al .

.ftoduct forward 6y extend;. g and developing the eas expressed. Likewise,
.

. . . _ t
. . ,,.-,

the product supports an drives theeterotess by supplying available .data for the
-

process aid thus leaseriing,the use of processing resources inlOne area of fto-
. i

. .

.1° dition: lturn, this allows resourcest1, to be available for'other aspecteof
o4

the production task which may he in need of more attention, .

':: .. .

. ,In conclusion, it 'hies been the `intent of this paper to build theoretical .

Ir

of writing and the evolmed product at any poi
.

.
e

links between the reading and writing processes, This has been attempted through
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the generation (id

.

Po. writing theory which is based- upon constructs common to both
111*

.

processeth of writing and reading. There are dangers when ineoighs and knowledge

in such intiniately related areas of, language processing are not shared and

developed in mutual cool3eation. Hopefully this,papAhas begun to build a bridge

between the reading and writing processes.
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Deductive Approach

retmduction

4 Retroductive (Theory Mode],) Approach

eTis denotes theory from which T9'.-the wanted theorY,
is tti2lsobtained.. T, and 79, of

course, Ire,equivalent only in the
reductive apfroach4

'Figure 1., Comparison of approaches to
theotizirig (Steiner, 1978,

20).

Tu;.;; MODE14, FORMATION
>IMO, MODEL THEORY FORMATION'"` I > THEORY2

Tighre 2.' Thebry model's approach
(Steiner, 1978, p. 19).
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t 1i I concepts constructed
1 1 during schema search

grid spreading activation

in order to relate two
. - originalIy.unrelated

concepts in different
relationships between concepts

schemata:
. existing before schema search

and spreading activation.

relationships discovered orcon- Si
structed'getween existing concepts
due to stheia ,search and-spreading activation.
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-Figure 4. Schema building. and transformations
during the writing process.
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FIELD

what is taking place-3

subject matter
area of operation of

language activity
?ctivity of writer and

Oarticipsts
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Channel and 'Wien of

style and form of
language.

what part or role
language is playing

function of text in the
content

language-

TENOR

audience

role relations
whom is Communicating
with whom

participants natures
and stityses.'

CONTEXT.OF SITUATION

The environgent, consisting
of field, mode, and tenor,
in which thertext is tealized,
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REGISTER

I

The meaning potedtial
that is accessible in
a given context. The
range within which mean-.
ings are selected and
the forms which are
used for their ex-
pression.

Tin .

A passage, of whatever
length, that forms a
unified 4hole.
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Figure 5. Contextual constraints influending text.
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Figure 7. The text processor.
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